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the sender, wasted bandwidth, and high processing requirements. Feedback implosion imposes high requirements to the mechanism for feedback implosion avoidance. Several solutions exist for implosion avoidance based on hierarchies, timers, tokens and probing (see section 5 on related work). Very little work [2, 3] was done on the analysis of timer-based schemes for multicast feedback. We give the analytical foundation of timer-based feedback, where the timer choice, the senderreceiver delays and the delays between receivers can be modeled by arbitrary distributions. The analysis allows to compute:



We investigate the scalability of feedback in multicast communication and propose a new method of probabilistic feedback based on exponentially distributed timers. By analysis and simulation for up to 106 receivers we show that feedback implosion is avoided with good latency performance obtained. The mechanism is robust against the loss of feedback messages and robust against homogeneous and heterogeneous delays. We apply the feedback mechanism to reliable multicast and compare it to existing timerbased feedback schemes. Our mechanism achieves lower NAK latency for the same performance in NAK suppression. It is scalable, the amount of state at every group member is independent of the number of receivers. No topological information of the network is used and data delivery is the only support required from the network. It adapts to the number of receivers and leads therefore to a constant performance for implosion avoidance and feedback latency.



 



1 Introduction With the deployment of Multicast in the Internet and with the increasing number of satellites multicast communication is gaining in importance. A major challenge in multicast communication is the feedback implosion that occurs when a large number of receivers sends feedback to the sender. In this paper we investigate feedback of groups from 1 up to 106 receivers towards a single sender, as needed for:







The expected feedback delay E(M) due to the timers.



We propose a new probabilistic feedback method for multicast based on exponentially distributed timers and show by analysis and simulation for up to 106 receivers that feedback implosion is avoided. We show the robustness of our mechanism to loss of FBMs, to homogeneous delays, and to heterogeneous delays. We further evaluate our mechanism in the context of reliable multicast with respect to NAK implosion avoidance and with respect to the NAK latency. A comparison of our mechanism to existing timer-based feedback schemes shows that the feedback latency of our mechanism is lower, for the same performance in NAK suppression. Our mechanism requires very little state and has a low computational complexity at every receiver – independent of the group size. No knowledge about the network topology, nor support from the network is required to allow for implosion avoidance. Using an estimate of the number R of receivers, our feedback mechanism allows to adjust the average number of returned FBMs to any value > 1 via a tradeoff with feedback latency. In order to estimate the number of receivers two methods are compared: one based on probing, the other based on the feedback of our scheme. The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the analysis for timer-based feedback schemes is given. In section 3 the performance is evaluated for reliable multicast feedback. Section 4 shows the robustness of timer-based feedback for loss and heterogeneous delays. Section 5 discusses the work in the context of related work and section 6 concludes the work.



Keywords: Feedback, Multicast, Reliable Multicast, Performance Evaluation, Extreme Value Theory.







The expected number E(X) of FBMs returned to the sender.



Reliable multicast: Reliable multicast guarantees the delivery of data from the sender to every receiver. Feedback messages (FBMs) are needed in order to signal the loss (NAK), or the reception of data (ACK). Estimation of the number of receivers: is required to (i) perform fair congestion control between multicast and unicast, (ii) and stop transmission, when no receivers are listening, (iii) adapt scalable protocols to the number of receivers, e.g. by adjusting the amount of FEC [1], or to adjust the period of periodic control message sending.



The amount of potential feedback increases linearly with the number of receivers and leads to a high traffic concentration at



2 Timer-based Feedback Consider the case where a sender needs to receive at least one FBM from R receivers and where the total number of returned FBMs should be as small as possible in order to avoid feedback implosion.



1 Copyright 1998 IEEE. Published in the Proceedings of INFOCOM’98, March 29 - April 2 1998, San Francisco, USA. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any copyrighted component of this work in other works, must be obtained from the IEEE. Contact: Manager, Copyrights and Permissions / IEEE Service Center / 445 Hoes Lane / P.O. Box 1331 / Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331, USA. Telephone: + Intl. 908-562-3966.1
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di



A multicast feedback channel allows to avoid feedback implosion when every receiver delays its feedback sending by a random time. A receiver that receives a FBM of another receiver can suppress its own feedback sending, referred to as feedback suppression.



dij Receiver j dj



suppresses its feedback, if a FBM(I; zj ) of some other receiver j was received before (see figure 1 for the suppression of i’s feedback); this requires that j sends its feedback earlier than i and that the delay di;j between receiver i and receiver j is such that:



dj



0



Figure 1: The timing for the feedback and the suppression of receiver i’s FBM.



2. Receiver i, receives the request at time di and schedules a exponentially distributed timer zi in the interval [0; T]. The parameter for the truncated exponential distribution is . When the timer expires receiver i:







zj



time



1. The sender multicasts a request for feedback (I; ; T ) to the R receivers. I is the identification for the feedback round.



sends the feedback message FBM(I; zi ) back to the sender if no other FBM(I; zj ) was received by i.



di Receiver i



Our timer-based feedback mechanism works as follows:







zi



Di



- one-way delay between the sender and receiver i and vice versa. - time receiver i delays its feedback. - the time between the sending of the request for feedback and the time the timer expires at i. - one–way delay between receiver i and receiver j and vice versa. - time between the sending of the request for feedback and the reception of j ’s feedback at i. - Bernoulli, describes the number of FBMs from receiver i. - total number of FBMs received at the sender from the group of receivers.



Zi Vi = Di + Zi Di;j Wi;j = Vj +Di;j Xi P X = Ri=1 Xi



di + zi > dj + zj + di;j 3. On the receipt of the FBMs, the sender computes an estimate R^ , for the number of receivers, using the knowledge about the timer settings of all receivers i that returned feedback: zi ; ; T (see [4] for details).



Let the delay di of receiver i to the sender and the delay di;j between two receivers i; j be described by the densities fDi (di ) and fDi;j (di;j ). Different timer choices, also timer choices dependent on the source-receiver delay di , can be compared in their performance, when the density for the timer choice is kept general:



4. The sender computes T and  for the next request for feed^ and its requirement for the tradeoff between back based on R feedback latency and the mean number of FBMs it wants to receive.



fZi jDi (zi jdi)



(1)



Then, the density of Vi = Di +Zi can be calculated by a transform changing variables [5, ch. 6.3], resulting in:



Please note that feedback suppression is possible when all receivers are connected to the sender via a multicast feedback channel, but feedback suppression is possible also in the case where receivers return feedback via unicast as long as the sender multicasts the information about the received feedback to all receivers.



fVi (vi ) =



Z1



?1



fDi (si )  fZi jDi (vi ? si jsi)dsi



(2)



The same way the density of Wi;j = Di;j + Vi can be derived. Since Di;j and Vi are independent the joint density is given by:



fDi;j ;Vi (di;j ; vi) = fDi;j (di;j )  fVi (vi )



The SRM protocol [2] uses a similar mechanism for the sending of NAKs, with two differences: First, SRM uses a uniform distributed timer choice zi from an interval that depends on the sender-receiver delay di. Second, SRM prevents loss of FBMs by scheduling a second request via an exponential back-off in a larger interval in the future.



Such that the density of Wi;j using the transform in [5, ch. 6.3] is given by:



fWi;j (wi;j ) =



In the following we analyze the expected number E(X) of FBMs returned to the sender from R receivers and the expected feedback latency E(M) due to timers, when FBMs are not subject to loss. In section 4 we investigate the performance under loss of FBMs. First we introduce the following random variables:



Z1



?1



fDi;j ;Vi (si;j ; wi;j ? si;j )dsi;j



(3)



Since only the first timer setting is considered, the Bernoulli random variable Xi describes, whether the FBM from receiver i is sent (Xi = 1) or not. Receiver i sends feedback, only when no 2



other receiver j suppresses the feedback of i. This is expressed by the probability:



P(Xi = 1) =



Z1 0



fVi (vi )



R Y j =1;i= 6 j



(1 ? FWi;j (vi )) dvi
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fDi;j (di;j ) = (di;j ? c)



E[X] 2



10



0



10 0 10



(5)



; zi 2 [0; T]



E(X) =







The expected number as:



E(X) =



(1 ? FM (m)) dm



i=1



E(Xi ) = RP(Xi = 1)



(10)



E(M) due to the uniform dis(11)



Let the interval size T be a multiple of the delay c between receivers. For large numbers R of receivers the expected number of FBMs is E(X)  Tc R and thus increases linearly with the number of receivers, see figure 2. The feedback latency (11) on the other hand decreases with R. This means the tradeoff, already reported in [2], exists around T = Rc between suppression and latency. This is illustrated by figure 3; All receivers set independently a timer in the interval [0; T]. All k receivers that set their timer in the interval [m; m + c] will send feedback, the other R ? k receivers with timers zi > m + c will suppress their feedback sending, since the FBM of the receiver with the minimum timer m reaches them before their timer expires. The only way to adapt the feedback mechanism to the number R of receivers is to change the interval size T , which makes the scheme dependent on a correct receiver estimate:



(7)



E(X) of FBMs at the sender given



R X



R ;c  T > 0  c R c 1+ T R? T ;0 < c < T E(M) = R T+ 1



The expected feedback latency E(M) due to the timer mechanism, given by the minimal timer:



0



(



The expected feedback latency tributed timer choice is:



Our performance measures of the timer mechanisms are:



ZT
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The expected number E(X) of FBMs is:



(6)



FM (m) = P(M  m) = 1 ? (1 ? FZi (m))R



E(M) =



4
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Figure 2: Expected number E(X) of FBMs for uniform distributed timer choice from intervals of size T = c; 2c; 5c; 10c for R receivers.



We are especially interested in the minimal timer, which is the one expiring first. Let M = minR i=1 fZi g be the random variable describing the minimal timer. Since the Zi are identically and independently distributed, the distribution of the minimal timer is given by [6, ch 2]:
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receivers R



In section 4.1 we analyze the timer mechanism for heterogeneous delays. Furtheron we consider the case, where all receivers i = 1; : : :R choose a timer out of an interval [0; T] – independent of the delay di between sender and receiver:



fZi jDi (zi jdi) = fZi (zi )



T = 10c T = 5c T = 2c T=c



(4)



The analysis of the timer settings given above is valid for arbitrary delay distributions of Di and Di;j . For a better understanding of the timer mechanism and the feedback suppression we will first consider the case, where the delays are homogeneous: All receivers i = 1; : : :; R have the same delay di = c from the sender and the same delay di;j = c to any other receiver j :



fDi (di ) = (di ? c)



Expected number E(X) of FBMs for different T
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(8)



Using these two performance measures, different distributions for the timer choice are examined in terms of feedback suppression and feedback latency: The uniform distribution and the exponential distribution. We also investigated the beta distribution without performance improvement over the exponential distribution, for details see [4].



timer settings zi m



c T



2.1 Uniform Distributed Timers



A uniform distributed timer choice out of the interval [0; T] of every receiver i is given by the density:



fZi (zi ) =







T ; 0  zi  T 0 ; otherwise



t 0 k answering



R-k suppressed



1



(9)



Figure 3: Timer Setting. 3
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Expected number E(X) of FBMs for different T, λ = 10
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Expected number E(X) of FBMs, R = 10
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T = 10c T = 5c T = 2c T=c
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receivers R



If the number R of receivers is overestimated, the interval size T will be chosen too large and a high feedback latency is encountered.







If the number R of receivers is underestimated, the small interval size T will lead to a feedback implosion.







Feedback suppression is not sensitive to errors in the receiver estimate.



We investigate the exponential distribution for the timer choice and evaluate its performance.



2.2 Exponentially Distributed Timers A truncated exponentially distributed timer choice in the interval [0; T] is given by the density: (12)



o = log(R) + 1



The weight of the density shifts towards T with an increasing  and results in a dense timer setting at high values. The expected number E(X) of FBMs and the feedback latency are:



E(X) = R



30



40



(13)



(14)



Figure 4 shows that the exponentially distributed timer choice ( = 10) outperforms the uniform distributed timer choice for feedback suppression, compare figure 2. For a wide range of numbers 10 < R < 104 of receivers the expected number E(X) < 4 of FBMs stays constant (T = 10c). The impact of the parameter  on suppression is shown in figure 5. The expected number E(X) of FBMs is convex in  with a minimum at o . For  > o the timer settings, including the minimal timer m, are forced on a narrow range close to T , for  < o the minimal timer is close to 0 and the other timers are not well separated from the minimal timer, resulting in feedback implosion in both cases. The latter can also be observed in figure 4 for R > 104 receivers:  = 10 is too small for R receivers, the minimal timer is already close to 0, and an increasing number of receivers will fall in the interval [m; m + c] as indicated by the increasing number E(X) of FBMs. Further it can be observed from figure 5 that the optimal o is independent of the interval size T , if T is large enough. This allows to determine a o for optimal suppression - dependent only on the number of receivers: R 7! o . By fitting this function a very simple relation is found:



The minimal timer is separated from other timers by enabling some few timers to be set on a broad range and by grouping most timer settings on a small range.



8   zi < 1 fZi (zi ) = : e ? 1  T e T ; 0  zi  T 0; ; otherwise



20 parameter λ



 Tc ;0 < c < T E(X) = R ee ??11 !  ? Tc R c 1 ? e ? e T 1 ? e? ? 1 R Z 1 m E(M) = T 1 ? ee ??11 dm 0



An alternative to the uniform distributed timer choice and to the intricacies coming with the change of the interval size T is to fix the interval [0; T] and to change the shape of the distribution. Fixing the interval gives a bound on the feedback delay. In order to also achieve a low number of FBMs the minimal timer needs to be separated as far as possible from the mass of the timer settings. Therefore, the following properties are desirable for the density fZi for the timer choice:
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Figure 5: Expected number E(X) of FBMs for exponentially distributed timer choice, dependent on parameter  from intervals of size T = 2c; 5c; 10c for R = 104 receivers.



Figure 4: Expected number E(X) of FBMs for exponentially distributed timer choice with parameter  = 10 from intervals of size T = c; 2c; 5c; 10c for R receivers.







0



(15)



Given the optimal o and the number R of receivers the tradeoff between feedback latency (14) and the number of feedback messages (13) is solely determined by T . Given a desired expected number E(X) = N of feedback messages, T can be adjusted



;c  T > 0 4



approximately to:



o T = 1:2 log(N)



Latency E(M ) versus Suppression E(X), R = 102, p = 0.01 p



30



(16)



 



E(Mp) in units of c



We can draw the following conclusions for feedback suppression dependent on the distribution:







20



Exponentially distributed timers outperform uniform distributed timers for feedback suppression.



15



It is possible to control feedback implosion with probabilistic timers by employing a parametric distribution on a small interval of size T .



10 5



Adjusting the parameters o and T to a number of receivers is possible by very simple expressions (15) and (16).



0 0 10



In this section we focused on the feedback suppression. In the next section the performance of the timer schemes for reliable multicast feedback is investigated with a closer look on the feedback latency.
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Latency E(M ) versus Suppression E(X), R = 106, p = 0.01 p



30



In reliable multicast communication, negative acknowledgments (NAK) are shown to achieve higher throughput performance than positive acknowledgments (ACK) [7], if retransmissions are multicast. The number of receivers that are potential NAK senders out of a group of R receivers depends on the loss of data packets. For packet loss with probability p at each of the R receivers, the average number of potential NAK senders is Rl = pR. However, NAK implosion needs to be avoided for the worst case, where all R receivers lose the packet [8]. We examine the timer distributions for:
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Figure 6: NAK latency E(Mp ) for optimal implosion avoidance with R = 102 receivers.



3 Comparison for Reliable Multicast
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E(Mp) in units of c
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The worst case for NAK implosion: All R receivers are potential NAK senders.



0 0 10



The average case for NAK latency: Rl receivers are potential NAK senders.
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Figure 7: NAK latency E(Mp ) for optimal implosion avoidance with R = 106 receivers.



For both cases an interval size T corresponding to R receivers is used to scale the timer distributions. The expected number E(X) of NAKs is calculated for the worst case with R potential NAK senders. The expected NAK latency E(Mp ) is calculated for the average case, where R is substituted by Rl = pR in E(M) given by equation (7). The expected NAK latency E(Mp ) is higher than E(M), since the feedback latency increases with a decreasing number R of receivers. The pair of performance measures (expected NAK latency, expected number of NAKs) = (E(Mp ); E(X)) is calculated with respect to the interval size T for each distribution. For the uniform distribution (E(Mp ); E(X)) is uniquely determined by T . For the exponential distribution E(X) (equation (13)) is minimized and the corresponding o is used for the calculation of the expected NAK latency E(Mp ). Figures 6 and figure 7 show the expected NAK latency E(Mp ) with respect to the number E(X) of feedback messages in the worst case for R = 102 and R = 106 receivers and a packet loss probability of p = 10?2.



It can be observed that the exponential distributed timer choice outperforms the uniform distributed timer choice for reliable multicast with NAK feedback: For the same expected number E(X) of NAKs in the worst case, uniform distributed timers result in higher NAK latencies in the average case. Figure 7 shows that it is possible to adjust the exponential distribution for R = 106 receivers such that in the worst case at average 4 NAKs are returned and in the average case, the first NAK is delayed by only 5 one-way delays c. We showed that the exponential distribution outperforms the uniform distribution for NAK feedback as encountered in reliable multicast and will henceforth just consider the exponentially distributed timer choice. In the following section the feedback mechanism based on the exponentially distributed timer choice is examined for its robustness to loss and heterogeneous delays. 5
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Figure 9: Expected number sender-receiver delays di 2 T = 10c;  = 10.



4 Robustness



Let us consider the case where the delays between the sender and the receivers are heterogeneous and the delay between any pair of receivers i; j is homogeneous di;j = c. Figure 9 illustrates that FBM suppression performs better for small groups R < 10 in the case of heterogeneous sender-receiver delays, than for homogeneous sender-receiver delays. This is caused by a wider spread of timer settings over [0; 2c + T] due to the heterogeneous reception times di of the request for feedback, instead of a more narrow setting in [c; c + T] with homogeneous sender-receiver delays di = c. As the group size R increases FBM suppression does not benefit anymore from heterogeneous sender-receiver delays, since the impact of the number R of receivers on the density of the timer settings, and therefore on suppression, is higher than the small difference of the interval sizes.



In a network receivers have different delays to the sender and different delays between each other. In order to understand the influence of heterogeneous delays on the timer mechanism, we examine the following two cases:







Homogeneous sender-receiver delays di neous delays di;j between receivers.



E(X) of FBMs for heterogeneous (0; 2c); di;j = c and interval size



Heterogeneous delays to the sender



4.1 Impact of Heterogeneous Delays



Heterogeneous sender-receiver delays di , but homogeneous delays di;j = c between receivers.
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10



heterogeneous delay (either di = c, or di;j = c) equals the homogeneous delays c. We simulated the FBM suppression by exponentially distributed timers with  = 10 for this heterogeneous case for R = 1; : : :; 103 receivers and used 95% confidence intervals.



The loss of responses can lead to a feedback implosion, since a lost FBM will not suppress other feedback sendings. Again we consider the worst case, where a FBM is lost directly at the feedback sender and therefore lost for all other receivers. We simulated the feedback 100 times and used parameters  = 10 and T = 10c in order to achieve simulation results that correspond to the former analytical results (see figure 4). FBMs were lost with different probabilities pFBM = 1%; 10%; 50% and compared to the case of loss free conditions. Figure 8 shows that the suppression performance of the timer mechanism is not sensitive to loss of FBMs for loss rates up to pFBM = 10%. We experienced a similar robustness also for the average feedback delay. For the very high loss rate of pFBM = 50% the average number of FBMs is decreased compared to loss free conditions and the average feedback latency is slightly increased. We can conclude that feedback suppression by exponentially distributed timers is very robust with respect to the loss of FBMs.
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Figure 8: Average number of FBMs with loss pFBM , T = 10c.
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Heterogeneous delays between receivers Let us now consider a homogeneous sender-receiver delay di = c, but heterogeneous delays between receivers di;j 2 [0; 2c]. This is, for instance, the case for a satellite distribution, where receivers are additionally connected among each other and to the sender via a terrestrial multicast feedback channel. The sender-receiver delay via the satellite is the same for all receivers (homogeneous di = c) and the delay between receivers via the terrestrial multicast channel is heterogeneous di;j . Figure 10 shows that for all numbers R of receivers suppression benefits from heterogeneous delays between receivers. The reason



= c, but heteroge-



Both cases are compared to the case, where the delays between sender and receivers and between receivers are homogeneous di;j = di = c. Heterogeneous delays di, or di;j were distributed in both cases on the interval [0; 2c] via the beta distribution (see [9]) with parameters a = 2 and b = 2. The interval size for the timer choice was again chosen to be T = 10c. This means that the average 6



Both classes of solutions are not without disadvantages: Hierarchical approaches require the expensive setup of the hierarchy of subgroups and can not be employed in a scenario like satellite distribution with unicast backward channels. Approaches based on MAC protocols suffer from scalability problems. Tokens lead to high feedback latencies and random timers in [2, 3] are based on a uniform distribution. SRM [2] exploits heterogeneous delays for a deterministic suppression, but needs a delay estimate d^i to the sender. This involves at least one packet sending from every receiver i, resulting for large groups of R receivers in a high amount of control traffic proportional to R. The optimal deterministic timers setting from Grossglauser [20] ensures only one NAK based on the knowledge of the delay and on network support for the timer setting. Our mechanism does not suffer from any of these problems, since it is a pure end-to-end mechanism. It does not rely on delay estimates to other receivers and state and its complexity is independent of the number of receivers. It does not need any network support except for data delivery and it does not need topological information. It can be employed in any kind of multicast capable network. Another end-to-end solution based on probabilistic feedback with exponential steps is the probing method of Bolot [19] that proceeds in discrete rounds. Using discrete rounds leads to very good performance for suppression, but a higher feedback latency than using just one round.
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Figure 10: Expected number E(X) of FBMs for heterogeneous inter-receiver delays di;j 2 (0; 2d) and interval size T = 10c;  = 10. is that also feedback sendings other than the one caused by the minimal timer perform suppression, so may e.g. the 3rd smallest be suppressed by the 2nd smallest, leading to a suppression of timers that would cause a FBM sending in the homogeneous case. From this section we can conclude that feedback suppression by exponentially distributed timers is:



  



6 Conclusions We investigated probabilistic feedback for multicast groups up to 106 receivers by analysis and simulation. Our main results are:



not sensitive to loss of feedback messages not sensitive to heterogeneous delays between sender and receiver







not sensitive to heterogeneous delays between receivers.







All cases are constructive for feedback suppression with probabilistic exponential timers and lead to a better suppression performance.



Exponentially distributed timer settings lead to a lower feedback latency and better feedback suppression than existing schemes based on uniformly distributed timer settings. Probabilistic feedback with exponential timers is scalable with the number of receivers and avoids feedback implosion while assuring moderate feedback latency.



5 Discussion and Related Work Based on these results we proposed a new timer-based feedback scheme that requires very few state, does not need any network support other than data delivery, and adapts to the number of receivers:



Ammar defined the feedback problem as response collection via several cost functions [10]. The most research on the the feedback implosion problem was driven by reliable multicast feedback. There are two major classes of feedback mechanisms for multicast that are solutions to the feedback implosion problem:



 



Hierarchical approaches [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]: Are an inherent solution to the feedback implosion and ensure a limited number of FBMs by accumulation/filtering in subgroups.







It avoids feedback implosion and feedback arrives fast.







It is robust under loss of feedback messages.







Approaches based on MAC protocols [16, 17, 2, 3]: The feedback problem in multicast communication is related to the problem of Medium Access Control: The multicast channel constitutes the shared medium and messages sent on the multicast channel are seen by every connected group member. A token mechanism as in token ring is proposed in [16] and random timers with exponential back-off as in CSMA/CD [18] are used in XTP [17] or the SRM protocol [2, 3].
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It works with heterogeneous as with homogeneous delays between multicast group members and can therefore be employed on nearly any kind of network including satellitebased networks. It allows to adjust the parameters dependent on the trade-off between average number of feedback messages returned and the latency for the feedback.
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